
2 “Making the Country Pay
for Itself”

Health, Hunger, and Midwives

Limited expenditures and cost-cutting were overriding concerns for
British colonial officials with respect to social welfare and health in
Palestine. London required British colonies to “pay their own way” by
extracting resources from indigenous populations and encouraging
private enterprises, especially British ones. London facilitated such
enterprises as long as they did not threaten stability in the colonies
(Bunton 2007, 25; Constantine 1984, 17–18, 23). Imperial authorities
were most willing to assist colonial governments in building “the
railways, roads or other facilities needed to attract investment and
stimulate exports” and expected local taxes and laborers to meet
maintenance costs, including for municipal infrastructures such as
sanitation systems (Constantine 1984, 22–23; Palestine Local
Councils Ordinance 1921, 1922). The British logic of “efficiencies
and economies” also ruled healthcare provision for Palestinians during
the Mandate. Zionist institutions provided for Jewish healthcare and
Palestinians largely relied on Christian missionary institutions and fee-
based medical services.

British colonial welfare ideology was committed to the “march of
civilisation” for metropolitan gain, even when some officials recog-
nized the damage done to indigenous health. “Arabs and Yeminite
Jews,” as well as “Bedouins” (“in many ways a race apart”), had little
immunity to tuberculosis, for example, as contact increased “between
urban and rural communities,” infected poor Jewish settlers immi-
grated from “Russia and Eastern and Central Europe,” and infected
Palestinian migrants returned from the Americas, according to a 1935
report by Norman M. MacLennan, the Jerusalem SMO (MacLennan
1935, 22, 102). MacLennan notably did not mention that colonial
extraction and austerity contributed to poverty and hunger, which
made people more likely to become ill and less likely to recover. Even
when British health officials in Palestine recognized these connections
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and privately argued for more resources for Palestinians, they usually
deployed civilizational rhetoric that articulated themselves as culturally
superior to backward natives.

Gendered-racialized dynamics and material tensions were promin-
ent in the archives as colonial authorities governed and minutely
regulated Palestinian-serving IWC nurses and midwives but provided
little money for healthcare. A conflict between Superintendent Rogers
and nurse Insaf Ali recorded in a folder spanning 1934 to 1947
illustrates these dynamics and offers insights on the municipality of
El-Bireh’s ultimately fruitless battle with the Department of Health to
acquire first permission and later financial support for a clinic that
included an IWC.1 The colonial government repeatedly insisted that
El-Bireh should not establish a clinic, the government could not afford
to pay the salary of a nurse, and residents should instead travel to the
IWC in Ramallah. The president of the municipal council, `Abdullah
Judeh, responded that the distance between El-Bireh and Ramallah
was far, transportation was expensive, and long waits ensued for
patients in Ramallah, where medical treatment was in any case
limited. El-Bireh leaders continually made the case that women,
infants, and schoolchildren had enormous medical needs, residents
were highly taxed and poor, and the council could not complete many
urgent projects because of budgetary limitations. Ultimately the
municipal council established an independent clinic and a health
insurance system (10 mils per head per month) that it could not
sustain.

The El-Bireh folder contains details of a lengthy conflict between
June 1944 and May 1945 involving an unruly Egyptian nurse, Insaf
MahmoudAli, who said she had “graduated from the Egyptian College
of Medicine” with “diplomas in Nursing and Midwifery with
Distinction,” and was finally fired by the El-Bireh Municipal Council
after enraging Vena Rogers with her “insolence” and “insubordin-
ation.” Rogers claimed that the Egyptian nurse did not seem to
“know the true purpose of the center,” which was baby care and
educating mothers. Nurse Insaf was more interested in “showymatters

1 GOP, Department of Health, Infant Welfare Centre, El-Bireh, March 1934–
July 1947. File location in catalog: 00071706.81.D1.32.BF. Israel State Archives.
I am grateful to Suzan Abdi, Lina Hawari, and Reem Quawas for their generous
deciphering assistance with multiple handwritten Arabic letters in this folder.
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and in midwifery work in the town.” Rogers demanded the nurse only
attend to “midwifery cases” in “emergencies” and insisted she was not
permitted to “charge fees for such services.” Upon visiting the El-Bireh
IWCwhile Nurse Insaf was attending a home delivery, Rogers reported
seeing “a vaginal speculum, a scalpel, hypodermic needles, etc.,”which
she ordered “be immediately removed” since only medical officers, by
definition male, were allowed to use them. Rogers accused Nurse Insaf
of being more interested in working “in hospitals” and complained of
her arrogance in asking the medical officer in Ramallah for “Neo
Salvarsan” (a syphilis treatment) because she had a “positive case.”

Rogers cited Nurse Insaf for wearing “an Army Sister’s Cap,”
“jewelry” (deemed unclean and not making “a good impression”),
a “fancy dress,” and “overalls” with “large fancy glass buttons,”
instead of the regulation uniform. In her own letter in the file, Nurse
Insaf responded that the government did not provide a uniform and
should pay her to wear one. (It did not pay her salary either.) The
president of the El-Bireh Municipal Council described Rogers as
coming to “our centre” in “a furious state,” “cursing theNurse before
the women and beat[ing] her.” The council viewed this as part of
(colonial?) “intrigues against the Centre.” Rogers denied beating
Nurse Insaf but admitted to grabbing her arm and pulling her out of
a treatment room when the nurse refused to pay obeisance to Rogers
and went so far as to ask her to instead pay “for the necessary things”
in the clinic.

The El-BirehMunicipal Council eventually fired Nurse Insaf and the
colonial government continued to refuse to pay a salary for a nurse or
midwife in El-Bireh through theMandate period.2 LikeNurse Butros in
the previous chapter, Nurse Insaf was expected to spend a good portion
of her time providing “practical training” to teenage “schoolgirls” and
mothers about health and hygiene rather than treating patients.3 Actual
treatment of non-acute conditions was the responsibility of the
Palestinian medical officer who attended to patients in a clinic he held
in the Ramallah IWC once per week.

2 GOP, Department of Health, Infant Welfare Centre, El-Bireh, March 1934–
July 1947. File location in catalog: 00071706.81.D1.32.BF. Israel State Archives.

3 Department of Health Report for the Year 1934, 12, 58. Department of Health
Report for the Year 1935, 22. These digital reports were kindly provided tome by
Dr. Stephen J. Greenberg of the National Institutes of Health/National Library of
Medicine (January 2019).
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Efficiencies and Economies in Colonial Health

As in other colonies, fiscal austerity policies limited provision of health-
care in Palestine. Expanding services for Palestinians always
“depended on the generation of adequate [local] revenue” (Miller
1985, 71). The British colonial project in Palestine was expected to
pay for itself, with Zionist, missionary, and philanthropic institutions –
and especially Palestinians themselves – picking up the tab. In response
to a 1929 query from the Permanent Mandates Commission regarding
the limited “hospital facilities” in Palestine, the Department of Health
reiterated a 1922 colonial policy statement of priorities:

(a) To concentrate on public health and sanitation, and the prevention
of disease;

(b) To provide hospital accommodation for infectious and communic-
able diseases and for the insane;

(c) To limit as far as possible the hospital accommodation provided by
the Government for the treatment of general diseases to the
requirements of Government officers and employees, members of
the Police Force, prisoners, medico-legal cases and accidents, and
the very poor [my italics];

(d) To provide hospitals, or, to aidMunicipalities to provide hospitals,
for the needs of the general population where no provision or
inadequate provision is made by voluntary organizations [my
italics].4

A notice onMarch 2, 1922, marked “strictly confidential,” from the
civil secretary of the Government House in Jerusalem to “all British
high officials in Palestine,” highlighted “the urgent necessity of econ-
omy in expenditure” and instructed that “any programme of cultural
and economic development must be postponed for the present” (Adm.
No. 981). An item dated May 1, 1922, from the Colonial Office,
labeled “Urgent Confidential,” notified the departments of “Public
Health and Education” to ask “persons who are in a financial position
to do so, [to] repay a larger proportion of the cost of the medical and
educational facilities which they receive.” A May 10, 1922, confiden-
tial memo from the director of health expressed resistance to increased

4 In Palestine and Transjordan Administration Reports 1918–1948, Vol. 3, 370.
The original memo is in Palestine and Transjordan Administration Reports
1918–1948, Vol. 1, 257.
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austerity in a complaint he sent to the civil secretary and the treasurer.
He explained the department had already cut expenditures in “relief”
by “more than half” compared to the previous year. He added that the
fee rate for “3rd class treatment” at all government hospitals had
already been “doubled” by the Colonial Office, although “it must be
understood that a considerable proportion of the latter are infectious
diseases, medico-legal cases, and indigents who are certified by
Governors as unable to pay” (per item c in the aforementioned state-
ment of priorities). Nevertheless, a May 17, 1922, confidential memo
on “Budget Estimates 1922–23” indicates the director of health made
“additional economies.” Among other things, the Department of
Health closed Ramallah Hospital entirely, accruing a savings of almost
one thousand pounds, and reduced the number of third-class “diet
strength” rations at the Gaza, Haifa, and Jerusalem hospitals.5

Halfway through thirty years of British colonial rule in Palestine, the
Department of Health Annual Report for Year 1935 reiterated health-
care austerity for Palestinians: “Treatment at Government clinics is
restricted to Government employees and the very poor.” As illustrated
by the case of the infant Yasmin, however, free care for Palestinian
indigents in such hospitals was the exception, not the rule. The poor
were required to pay the third-class fee, which was not affordable to
most. In a critical academic article published in 1932, Israel Jacob
Kligler, then the director of the Hadassah Straus Health Centre in
Jerusalem and a professor of hygiene and bacteriology at the Hebrew
University, found that “theGovernment provides 10 PT. or less than 50
cents per capita per annum for hospital and public health purposes” in
Palestine (Kligler 1932, 169). Despite frequent references to paying
“the closest attention to measures for safeguarding the health of the
population,” the government invested as little as possible to improve
health conditions.

British colonial rhetoric, moreover, understated Ottoman invest-
ments in public health in Palestine in the same breath it exaggerated
British commitments. According to a 1921 report of the Civil
Administration of Palestine presented to the British Parliament, for
example, “Before the British Occupation there were no government

5 GOP, Department of Health (Reorganization & Finance) Budget Estimates –
Health Department – General Correspondence, October 1921–September 1922.
File location in catalog: 00071706.81.D1.31.A8. Israel State Archives.
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hospitals or dispensaries for the civilian population.”6 However,
according to Palestinian physician Tawfik Canaan, there were:

five [Ottoman] government or municipal hospitals (in Jerusalem, Jaffa,
Nablus, Tul-Karm and Gaza). They were small and inadequately equipped.
The hospital in Nablus was built by voluntary contributions of the Arab
inhabitants. Later on it was taken over by the municipality and is now run by
the [British] P.H.D. All other hospitals were either missionary (Christian) or
philanthropic (Jewish). The first predominated and they treated equally
Arabs and Jews. (1946, 1)

Of the twenty-five “non-Jewish” (and nongovernment) hospitals in
Palestine before 1914, nine were in Jerusalem and all except a Greek
Orthodox (mission) hospital and a Russian hospital were sponsored by
(Northern) European Christian missions (Canaan 1946, 2).

From the 1840s to the 1860s, according to Philippe Bourmaud, there
were four hospitals in Ottoman Bilad ash-sham (Greater Syria). Similar
to Canaan, Bourmaud estimates that by 1914 there were about “thirty
such institutions . . . unevenly dispersed in the main population centres
and on both sides of the Jordan; most were established after the French-
Prussian war in 1870–1871 as part of national competition between
the main European powers,” largely in the small town of Bethlehem
“with its biblical background,” which had “no less than three hos-
pitals” by 1909 and was “indisputably over-medicalised” (Bourmaud
2009, 277, 278).

In 1921 the British colonial government in Palestine reported to
Parliament that it ran “13 hospitals, 21 dispensaries, 8 clinics and 5
epidemic posts.”7 By 1922 the Department of Health reported spon-
soring eleven hospitals (two less than in 1921), one of which was
quickly closed for lack of funds (Ramallah), and one of which served
Palestinian laborers at the Kantara Railway,8 as well as a mental hos-
pital in Bethlehem.9 In “clinics,” a 1921 report explained, a medical
officer saw patients once “weekly or fortnightly” “during their periodic
tours” of some villages, but assured the London Treasury that such

6 In Palestine and Transjordan Administration Reports 1918–1948, Vol. 1, 1918–
1924, 185.

7 In Palestine and Transjordan Administration Reports 1918–1948, Vol. 1, 1918–
1924, 185.

8 Government hospital locations in 1922 were Jerusalem, Beersheeba, Jaffa,
Ramleh, Gaza, Haifa, `Acca, Nablus, and Tulkarem.

9 Government of Palestine Department of Health Report for 1922.
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services were not free: “The revenue derived from the village clinics was
sufficient to cover the cost of the drugs and dressings expended. This
form of medical relief was so much appreciated by the villagers that
Governments of Districts made numerous requests for new clinics to be
started but limitations of staff usually prevented this.”10 By 1929, “for
financial reasons,” there were no “adequate hospital facilities” for
Palestinians in large areas that included “Tulkarem, Ramleh, Majdal,
Ramallah and Hebron.”11 In the early 1930s the medical officers in the
large cities of Jerusalem, Haifa, Jaffa, and Nablus were each respon-
sible for visiting as many as “thirty to forty villages about once
a month” (Kligler 1932, 168), making the 1921 claim of weekly or
fortnightly visits rather impossible.

The Colonial Office in London reported their spending on health
services in the 1920s in British pounds to the Council of the League
of Nations on the Administration of Palestine and Trans-Jordan.
Among other things, the report shows that total spending on health-
care in absolute terms went down from the highest amount in
1921–1922 (146,500), to a much lower plateau in 1928 (73,800),
rose in 1929 (101,800) and 1930 (105,400) in relation to spending
from 1923 through 1928, but remained lower than spending in
1921–1922.12

To give a comparative sense, the 1926–1927 Hadassah annual
budget, which served the healthcare needs of a much smaller Jewish
population in Palestine, totaled 132,032 British pounds (Rosenau
and Wilinsky 1928, 660), 44 percent higher than the 91,676 British
pounds the colonial government reported spending on the health of
its forces and Palestinians in the same year. Substantially dependent
on external funding from the United States, Hadassah did experi-
ence funding shortages, for example, in the early 1930s. At that
point, it transferred most of its “various health services to the local
Jewish Communities,” whose health services were “supported for
the most part by the Jewish community in Palestine itself” (Simoni
2000, 57). Transferring Hadassah health institutions to local

10 In Palestine and Transjordan Administration Reports 1918–1948, Vol. 1,
1918–1924, 30.

11 In Palestine and Transjordan Administration Reports 1918–1948, Vol. 3,
1929–1931, 86.

12 In Palestine and Transjordan Administration Reports 1918–1948, Vol. 3,
1929–1931, 373.
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Zionist communities allowed the hospitals to apply for and receive
government grants-in-aid (58). With this shift, the Department of
Health eagerly took the opportunity to recommend “economies” in
the Tel Aviv municipal hospital, according to the Department of
Health annual report for 1933 (pub. 1934).

Despite a global economic depression, fiscal years 1932–1936 saw
budget surpluses in Palestine; indeed the colonial government called it
a “boom period” (GOP 1938, Report by the Treasurer, 3). Deficits in
fiscal years 1931–1932 (−22,900) and for two years beginning in 1936
(−1,432,600 and −2,434,200) were the result of increased military
spending to address Arab “disturbances” (El-Eini 1997, 573, and table
1, 574). Surpluses in 1932–1933 (+499,500), 1933–1934 (+1,280,600),
1934–1935 (+2,222,600), and 1935–1936 (+1,534,200) were the result
of parsimonious government spending and the influx of Jewish capital as
more Germans emigrated to and invested in Palestine with the rise of
Adolf Hitler.

Colonial health officials on the ground were well aware that the
Palestine government was held to the British imperial principle of “mak-
ing the country pay for itself” (quoted in El-Eini 1997, 571). British
spending on Palestinian healthcare was miserly as a proportion of the
colonial budget and was further reduced over time (Anglo-American
Committee of Inquiry 1946, Vol. II, 630, table 2). A five-year snapshot
of the spending priorities of the Government of Palestine is presented in
an “Ordinary Expenditure” table in the Report by the Treasurer on the
Financial Transactions of the Palestine Government for the Year 1938–
1939 (GOP 1939, 19). It illustrates a continued low proportion of
spending on healthcare services in the 1930s that ranges from 4.0 to
5.9 percent (rounded) of annual total budgets. I extracted the “Health”
and “Law and Order” rows to calculate comparative percentages (see
Table 2.1).

These amounts include health services of a higher grade for colonial
and military personnel and their families and grants to Jewish health-
care institutions in Palestine. Higher proportions of spending on health
occurred in years of lower gross spending. Spending on law and order
increased substantially, taking almost half the budget, during the
first year of the Palestinian Revolt, and remained high through 1938–
1939. Taking a wider historical lens, Department of Health expend-
itures in Palestine averaged 4.13 percent of the total budget from the
years 1923–1924 through 1945–1946, according to my calculation of
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a yearly table of health services spending in colonized Palestine (Anglo-
American Committee of Inquiry 1946, Vol. II, 630, table 2).

I analyzed files of Department of Health correspondences involving
multiple medical administrators and colonial officials discussing col-
lecting, suing for, or writing off hospital fees in situations where male
Palestinian patients absconded without paying, as well as for European
indigents such as nuns and nurses working in Palestine. Most patients
who used government hospitals were required to pay the first-, second-,
or third-class fees. Yasmin’s mother was required to pay the daily third-
class fee for the Arab section of the Jerusalem government hospital
when she tried to get care for her daughter in 1933. Notably, Yasmin
was repeatedly refused treatment because her mother could not pay
rather than being charged after the childwas treated. Indeed, I found no
billing arrears cases involving Palestinian women and children.

Government employees injured not through their own “negligence,”
including British members of the Palestine police, were required to pay
the hospital diet fee only. Many patients who worked in British gov-
ernment offices or labor projects left hospitals without paying even this
fee, the majority of them impoverished Palestinian village men who
owed very little, according to an Arabic letter written on behalf of
a former (likely illiterate) patient and a list of the names of absconding
patients from the Jaffa government hospital. Hospitals quickly learned
to “settle accounts” before a patient left, even in “medico-legal cases,”
and the government only sued for payment when administrators

Table 2.1 Health and Law and Order in Palestine Mandate Budget,
1934–1939

Year
Total Budget
(British pounds)

Law and Order
(percent) Health (percent)

1934–1935 2,834,841 32.4 5.9
1935–1936 3,315,531 28.6 5.9
1936–1937 5,159,799 45.4 4.0
1937–1938 4,796,808 43.3 4.5
1938–1939 4,613,611 41.4 5.1

Source: Government of Palestine, from “Ordinary Expenditure” table, in Report by
the Treasurer on the Financial Transactions of the Palestine Government for the Year
1938–1939. Courtesy of Princeton University Library.
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thought a suit would be successful; it did not sue when costs in staff and
money would easily exceed the small amounts owed.13

A June 7, 1923, circular (No. 153) lists the per diem first-, second-, and
third-class fees for “maternity cases admitted to Government Hospitals,”
which were PT (“piastre tariff”; the Egyptian colonial pound, tied to the
sterling, was in common and official use in Palestine until 1927) 75, 50,
and 30, respectively. These fees rose substantially by the late 1920s. In the
1930s and 1940s maternity hospitalization was broken down into three
parts: the “surgeon’s fee,”which was paid directly to him (usually a man,
although there were a few women obstetricians working in institutions
that served Palestinians in the 1940s) andwas unnecessary if the birthwas
only attended by a nurse-midwife; a per diem fee of 230 mils for subse-
quent “treatment” that did not appear to be differentiated by “class”; and
a per diem “maintenance” rate, which covered “diet” (120 mils
for second class), for a total of 350mils per day for second-classmaternity
care. For comparison, the per diem maternity fees excluding the surgeon
cost totaled 450–500 mils in the Princess Mary Maternity Ward of the
government hospital in Jerusalem, likely the first-class rate, “where the
nursing staff is composed of British Nursing Sisters.”14

Multiple correspondences in the late 1920s and early 1930s related
to the costs of childbirth and postpartum care for the wives of white
British Palestine police constables in the Jerusalem and Haifa govern-
ment hospitals, which each had “special accommodations” designed
for the “European maternity patient.” The second-class rate and the
debate about who should carry the costs of “family,” reproductivity,

13 Health and Vital Statistics, Remission of Diet Fees, 1933–1944. File location in
catalog: 00071706.81.CF.FC.A8. Hospital Fees – Administration and
Collection of. File location in catalog: 00071706.81.EE.3A.0C. Health and
Vital Statistics, Medical Treatment for Families of British Police, 1929–1946.
File location in catalog: 00071706.81.CF.FC.CD. Israel State Archives.

14 The Jerusalem government hospital had a highly developed British section that
served colonial military and civilian officials and their families from throughout
Palestine, including the private PrincessMaryMaternityWard established in the
late 1920s for pregnant and birthing women and (white) “foreigner visitors.”
Department of Health annual reports summarized in some detail the nature of
medical services provided in the hospital’s British section each year. GOP,
Department of Health, Infant Welfare – Regulations, December 1921–
February 1935. File location in catalog: 00071706.81.D1.32.B2. GOP,
Department of Health, Equipment – Hospital – Princess Mary’s Ward,
Maternity Hospital, Jerusalem. File location in catalog: 00071706.81.
D0.95.0E. Israel State Archives.
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and healthcare illustrate the continuing relevance of class among white
subjects in the empire. In January 1929, in response to long-standing
entreaties from the police inspector-general in Palestine, the Colonial
Office in London agreed to pay for “medical and dental treatment,” but
not for hospital stays or maternity care, for wives and children of
British constables if family members were “resident in Palestine.”
Although no wives and children of other British colonial “officers” in
Palestine were reportedly provided medical and dental treatment, the
stated principle for agreeing to do so for constables was to be consistent
with the policy for the wives and children of “British Army and Air
Force”members serving abroad. Correspondence from 1933 indicates
there were ninety-seven married British constables in Palestine remu-
nerated with an average monthly pay of eleven Palestinian pounds and
government provision of housing.15

Maternity coverage for thewives of British police constables remained
a source of tension. In 1929 “Mrs. Dove” stayed in the second-class
ward of the British section of the government hospital in Jerusalem. Her
husband owed twenty-seven Palestinian pounds for this stay, “approxi-
mately, two months’ pay to the Constable.” Based on a ruling by the
secretary of state, colonial officials repeatedly refused to provide free
maternity treatment for Mrs. Dove and other constables’ wives and
“prohibit[ed] the grant of a free diet.” In a late 1933 letter to the police
inspector-general (likely) from the treasurer, he stated he was “reluc-
tant” to ask the secretary of state to reconsider government coverage of
maternity hospital per diems for British police wives, emphatically
reminding him of class-based reproductive ideology in England: “I
would point out that very few of us can hope to finance an increase of
family strictly from income: it is usually a question either of drawing on
capital or borrowing. There seems no particular reason why the British
Constable should be relieved of a similar necessity at public cost.”

15 Health and Vital Statistics, Medical Treatment for Families of British Police,
1929–1946. File location in catalog: 00071706.81.CF.FC.CD. Israel State
Archives. According to Matthew Hughes, the Palestine police force “attracted
former soldiers, initially from the British paramilitary ‘Black and Tans’ force
used against Irish rebels in the early 1920s, a force that established the basis for
police forces across British colonies.” Such demobilized British soldiers, who
tended to come from the social “margins,” worked in Palestine through 1948.
They served as a violent “crack force” “alongside the Army” and were known
for drinking heavily and being brutal (Hughes 2013, 697–698).
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In the same letter, the author noted that Director of Health Colonel
George W. Heron (whom he seemingly had reapproached, contrary to
his reluctance) had offered a “reasonable compromise” and “alterna-
tive”: a constable would be responsible for fees accumulated in the
“first ten days of his wife’s stay in hospital but that if complications
arise requiring her to remain in hospital after that period then no
[additional] charge should be made for medical treatment.” Each con-
stable would continue to be responsible for the second-class per diem
maintenance (diet) fee after the ten days as well. This directive, which
ultimately came from High Commissioner A. G. Wauchope and the
secretary of state, was implemented beginning January 1934 and
remained in place through the 1940s. If British constables found it
difficult to pay the cost of maternity treatment and hospital stays for
their wives, which the police inspector-general described as imposing
a “severe strain on the resources of the average constable,” most
Palestinians could certainly not afford such care.16

Government-sponsored IWCs that served Palestinians were always
limited in number and remained underfunded during the Mandate.
Palestinian municipal leaders repeatedly requested that British health
officials open or support IWCs. Infant Welfare Centres serving
Palestinians closed or opened year to year depending on financial
support and staffing by a nurse-midwife, who was required to be
licensed by and under British supervision whether or not the govern-
ment funded an IWC, as was the case with Nurses Butros and Insaf.
According to annual Department of Health reports, by the end of 1927
the government ran five IWCs, the Palestinian municipalities of
Ramallah, Bethlehem, and Nablus sponsored one each, Hadassah
sponsored seventeen, the Women’s International Zionist
Organization sponsored three, and one each was sponsored by the
Committee of Jaffa Ladies, the Haifa Social Services and Infant
Welfare Committee, and the American Colony Aid Association. By
the end of 1934 the government sponsored eight IWCs (in Jerusalem,
Ramleh, Nablus, `Acca, Gaza, Jenin, Jericho, and Kfar Kama) and
provided minor support to Palestinian communities that ran an add-
itional eleven. By the end of 1935 the government sponsored only five

16 Health and Vital Statistics, Medical Treatment for Families of British Police,
1929–1946. File location in catalog: 00071706.81.CF.FC.CD. Israel State
Archives.
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IWCs, dropping responsibility for Jenin, Jericho, and Kfar Kama, and
provided some assistance to Palestinian municipalities that sponsored
an additional seventeen IWCs. In 1934 and 1935 the municipalities of
Bethlehem andRamallah continued to sponsor their own IWCs, as they
had since 1925 and 1926, respectively, but were persistently asking the
government to take them over financially because of lack of funds.
Jewish mothers and babies continued to be primarily served by
Hadassah and WIZO health centers, which in the mid-1930s had
increased to twenty and four, respectively. Two other IWCs were
“maintained by voluntary committees,” likely including the American
Colony Aid Association.17

By mid-1946, according to my careful tally of registered government
midwives who listed their address as a “Government Infant Welfare
Centre” in a particular locality (by definition serving Palestinians), only
23 IWCs sponsored to any degree by the British government operated
in Palestine (GOP, List of Medical Practitioners, 1946). The
Department of Health Report for the Year 1946, in contrast, states
that the government “maintains 39 Infant Welfare Centres in towns
and villages and participates in the administrative support of 8 others.”
Palestinian “local voluntary committees” ran an additional “7 Arab
centres.” The government also provided £P. 6,000 “towards the main-
tenance of the infant welfare centres and school medical services
administered by various Jewish medical organisations.” Of 61 total
IWCs “maintained for Jewish children,” 7were “conducted by the Tel-
Aviv Municipal Council, 37 by the Hadassah Medical Organisation,
and 17 by the Sick Fund of the Jewish Federation of Labour.”18

Hundreds of memos from the 1930s and 1940s focused on building
permissions, inspections, and costs related to IWCs, clinics, and staff-
ing. The documents included Palestinian voices from all over
Palestine – nurses, physicians, municipal officials, midwives – begging
for resources, advocating for their communities, themselves, or local
nurses and midwives, and complaining of broken government prom-
ises. For example, a folder on the IWC in the village of Beit Sahur
indicated that the SMO promised inMarch 1934 to provide a nurse for
the IWC provided locals found a “suitable” location and furnished it,

17 In Palestine and Transjordan Administration Reports 1934–1935, Vol. 5, 161.
18 GOP, Department of Health, Health and Vital Statistics, Annual Reports –

Annual Report for the Year 1946. File location in catalog: 00071706.81.CF.FC.
FA. Israel State Archives.
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which they apparently did with “heavy furniture.” In September nurse
`Afifeh Najjar wrote to say the government had not, as promised, paid
a cleaner who had worked for two months, so the “municipal road
sweeper” was now cleaning the IWC, which looked “very dirty.” The
authorities responded they made no such promise, but by 1935 paid
a cleaner six LP per year because the Beit Sahur “Local Council” had
“no funds.” In addition to the loved Nurse Najjar, whom the villagers
fought to keep when the government tried to transfer her, registered
nurse-midwife Katrina Shomali treated and helped “poor women” in
Beit Sahur without charge. The government denied Shomali’s repeated
requests for a government grant or to be issued drugs without cost.19 In
a typical response from the Department of Health to Palestinian
entreaties for resources, a February 13, 1935, memo from Colonel
G. W. Heron expressed his belief that Palestinian municipal contribu-
tions in Bethlehem, Hebron, and Ramallah for IWCs were “insuffi-
cient.” He expected them to contribute more since the Department of
Health was not provisioned to pay for anything, not even the salaries of
nurses.20

In the 1940s the government’s closure of Italian, Austrian, and
German-affiliated missionary hospitals and the prisoner of war status
of their foreign staff because their governments were part of the Axis
Powers led to an “acute” crisis, particularly in “hospital accommodation

19 According to an April 1936 correspondence from the director of medical
services, it cost the colonial government forty LP per year, excluding the salary
forNurseNajjar, to run the Beit Sahur IWC in 1936–1937.GOP, Department of
Health, Infant Welfare Centre – Beit Sahur, February 1934–November 1947.
File Location in catalog: 00071706.81.D1.32.BE. Israel State Archives. Other
records indicated that Shomali was among the most prolific registered nurse-
midwife deliverers of Palestinian babies in the Jerusalem District between 1936
and 1938, about 85 per year. She joined registered nurse-midwives “J.
Fayoumy,” “Zahieh Bastieh,” and “Maria [Jadallah] `Awwad.” The latter by
far delivered the highest number of Palestinian babies in the district, 179 in 1936
and 169 in 1937. Two elderly women I interviewed from the Bethlehem area,
one of themmy godmother, mentioned Rifqa Abu `Aytah had birthed women in
Beit Sahur in the 1920s, sequentially followed by “Hanneh” (possibly Dawud
`Afaneh), and Maria `Awwad in the 1930s. The latter two had by 1932 taken
a six-month training at the “GovernmentMaternity Centre” in Jerusalem. GOP,
Department of Health, Regulations – Training of Midwives, July 1925–
May 1945. File location in catalog: 00071706.81.D1.33.72. Israel State
Archives.

20 GOP, Department of Health, Infant Welfare – Ramallah. File location in
catalog: 00071706.81.D0.98.37. Israel State Archives.
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for the Arab population of the country,” to use the words ofMacQueen
in a January 1942 letter to the chief secretary in Jerusalem. He noted, at
the same time, “the steadily growing appreciation of the value of hospital
treatment by the Arabs,” including villagers.21 Lack of hospital beds for
Palestinians remained a crisis, with health authorities noting that Arab
tuberculosis and mental patients circulated in their communities: “many
patients in the earlier stages of progressive disease are unable to obtain
appropriate treatment until irreparable damage has taken place.”22

Mid-1940s correspondence in a secret file labeled “Rural Health
Centres” illustrates British recognition of the resource basis for dra-
matic disparities in mortality and morbidity rates between Palestinians
and Jewish settlers despite pro forma disavowal that blamed Arab
cultural backwardness. Sir John Valentine Wistar Shaw, “Officer
Administering the Government,” forcefully outlined the disparities in
a fourteen-page letter (“secret”) dated November 12, 1945, to
G. H. Hall, a member of the British Parliament and His Majesty’s
Principal Secretary for the Colonies from August 1935 until
October 1936. The letter requested permission to submit a grant appli-
cation under the Colonial Development and Welfare Act “amounting
to LP 1,090,000” to build a “National Health Service” in Palestine.
Shaw argued that hospital facilities were completely inadequate in
Palestine, “especially for Arabs.” Limited government investments in
health, he appealed, would encourage “self-government.” He pre-
sented an ambitious ten-year proposal to build eighty-six “rural health
centres,” establish a nurses’ training school to accommodate sixty
students, increase hospital bed strength for infectious diseases, and
increase hospital beds “for general and maternity cases from 3,148 to
8,500.”More radically, Shaw advocated for an excellent health system
accessible to all in Palestine and delinked from ability to pay. Laying
out the separate and unequal health system set up by British colonial
policy, he pointed to the dilemmas produced by generous Zionist
capital investment and institution-building in healthcare:

21 GOP, Department of Health, Health and Vital Statistics, “Hospital
Accommodation for the Arab Population, 1942.” File location in catalog:
00071706.81.CF.FC.F6. Israel State Archives.

22 GOP, Department of Health, Health and Vital Statistics, Annual Reports –
Annual Report for the Year 1946. File location in catalog: 00071706.81.CF.FC.
FA. Israel State Archives.
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The Jews are insistent on health services to the standard appropriate to their
way of living. They are equally insistent that the services provided by
Government fall short of the minimum. Accordingly, while Government
tries to provide for both communities without discrimination, for as long
as the Jewish services are so extensive and of such high standard, Jews will
continue to use them exclusively. In seeking to improve its own health
services, therefore, Government must have the appearance of contriving to
benefit the Arabs at the expense of the Jews, while depriving Jewish services
of their due allocation of public funds.

This tension, Shaw argued, would not exist if the government: “had
secured within the last quarter of a century the raising of Arab stand-
ards of existence to the level of Jewish standards,” although Zionist
health investments and standards in Palestine “need not and, I think,
should not be regarded as the appropriate norm. The objective of
Government should be, I would urge, the achievement of a standard
equally appropriate to both communities . . . The only standard of
general application should be of efficiency and modernity.”

Correspondence through November 1947 shows how the grant
proposal Shaw ultimately submitted was cut by two-thirds to build
only twenty-four rural health centers and one training center between
1948 and 1952. London officials insisted that loans and “local contri-
butions” instead of grants finance the project. Member of Parliament
Arthur Creech Jones, whowasHisMajesty’s Principal Secretary for the
Colonies (October 1946 through February 1950), supposedly sup-
ported the application. But in his May 23, 1947, dispatch to High
Commissioner for Palestine Sir Alan Cunningham, he partly framed
the health disparities between Jews and Palestinians, reflected most
dramatically in infantmortality rates, in terms of a “primitive outlook”
and “cultural deficiencies”: “The marked difference in the health
standards of the Arab and Jewish population in Palestine at the present
time is very largely due to a lack of understanding on the part of the
former community of the simple principles of hygiene, and this, in turn,
is due in no small extent, to a lack of education.”

By November 24, 1947, British authorities cancelled all such plans
given financing disputes and conditions of war in Palestine. A letter
from Maurice H. Dorman, the principal assistant secretary to High
Commissioner Cunningham, to Sir John Gutch, the joint head of the
Middle East Department in the London Colonial Office, explained:
“We have reluctantly decided to abandon the whole project. Not only
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is there the difficulty of financing the scheme, but it is now unlikely that
there will be time in which to complete even buildings. We could not
expect a scheme of this nature to function in the future unless we could
leave it as a well established going concern. This is now quite
impracticable.”23 The following section investigates the coexistence
of austerity and racializing logic with welfarist discourse on nutrition,
hunger, and illness in Palestine.

Nutrition, Hunger, and Illness

British health officials recognized that “under-nourished children”
who contract a disease such as whooping cough or measles have
lower resistance to tuberculosis and that hunger decreases a child’s
resistance to pneumonia and enterica (MacLennan 1935, 10, 17, 18).
Norman MacLennan “confidently” assumed in a mid-1930s report on
tuberculosis in Palestine that hunger extended beyond children: “many
of the villagers are suffering frommalnutrition, have a low resistance to
disease generally and are incapable of sustained effort” because they
are “living in conditions of poverty, aggravated in recent years by
a series of partial crop failures and poor harvests” (17, 18, 9). Indeed,
“During the winter of 1933–34 conditions bordering on starvation
were observed in some districts and organised relief by Government
was considered essential” (10, 6).24

MacLennan’s report used a racialized imperial frame to call for
government investment in the colonial health system, whose lacks
included no tuberculosis service for Palestinians (100–101). Despite

23 GOP, Department of Health, Rural Health Centers – Application for Grant
under Colonial Development & Welfare Fund, October 1, 1946–March 31,
1948. File location in catalog: 00071706.81.CF.C2.19. Israel State Archives.

24 According to the Department of Health’s Annual Report for the Year 1934,
because of drought, “from April onwards, water supplies of the majority of the
villages in the hill country failed, and both villagers and Bedouins were almost
starving on account of failure of crops and death of their milk producing
animals.” The year 1932–1933 was “a very bad year for the rural population of
Palestine. The year 1933–34 was infinitely worse.” So much so that the
Department of Health issued “tinned milk . . . in large quantities to ailing
mothers and children in Arab villages throughout the country” and sometimes
provided either “cooked or uncooked” “subsistence rations” to “whole villages
and tribes” undergoing “special suffering.” The government was even
compelled to sponsor waged “relief work on roads etc.” that circulated
“money” into the communities.
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acknowledging the structural production of hunger, poverty, and dis-
ease, MacLennan justified his call for health investments by culturally
condemning Palestinians, saying that the “masses of the population are
living in appalling ignorance of the first principles of maternal care, and
where parental inefficiency is so manifest” (101, 110). On the nutri-
tional front, he criticized widespread consumption of olive oil, which
“contains practically no vitamins,” and noted the low consumption of
meat and milk, especially among children (15). Palestinians, he wrote,
depended on “wells, cisterns or springs, usually grossly contaminated
by manure and refuse,” and “Arab village sanitation is deplorable.”25

He inveighed against the “confined life” of “the Moslem woman” in
towns (who rarely left “her frequently ill-ventilated house”), as well as
“promiscuous spitting,” “communal feeding,” shared coffee cups,
“unhygienic” food preparation, and lack of bathing and clothes wash-
ing (11, 12). MacLennan reminded readers that Palestine was part of
the British imperial “march of civilization” when he quoted from
a 1935 article by Lyle Cummins, “Studies in Tuberculosis among
Africans”: “It may be urged that an imperial race such as our own,
owes at least this debt to our subject populations, that even if we do
introduce our infections along with our culture, we offer at the same
time the full fruits of our more advanced civilisation in the provision of
facilities for prevention and treatment” (109).

While providing some support to the Jewish Agency for Jewish
healthcare in Palestine, it was verboten for “private” organizations
such as missionary hospitals, which primarily served Palestinians, to
receive British grants-in-aid or other government support. Palestine
Department of Health archived correspondence includes desperate
requests from missionary health institutions for water, tinned milk,
and other supplies for infants and children. In October 1932 the
mother superior (Mary Mayaud) of the Sante Famille Hôpital in
Bethlehem (a French hospital) wrote to the district commissioner in
Bethlehem and the SMO in Jerusalem asking not to be charged for
water since the institution was a “hospital, an orphanage and a home
for abandoned children.” She continued, using the typical language of
European racist contempt. “It is next to impossible to contend with the

25 He also wrote, however, that many Arab towns and villages had introduced
“piped water supplies in recent years,” were installing borehole latrines, and
collected refuse (MacLennan 1935, 9, 8).
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prevalent diseases and the absence of the most elementary cleanliness
among the natives if we have to stint the water.” The records do not
indicate how the water matter was resolved, but given other evidence in
a file focused on the French hospital in Bethlehem, it is unlikely the
authorities approved the request.26

In lateMay 1935 Vena Rogers wrote a letter marked “confidential” to
the Department of Health SMO in Jerusalem that she “occasionally”
went to the French hospital in Bethlehem “to help them in the feeding
of children, at their own request.” Rogers added that she had visited
“Sister Mary” because she had “left a telephone message” saying she
believed two cases of British powdered milk from Cow and Gate, likely
purchased by the hospital, were “impure, which was not the case, but
while there I saw the [foundling] babies 41 in all, nearly all suffering from
Marasmus [severe undernourishment] and Rickets, the ward was a mass
of flies and the air foul, the fact that one child was dying was unpleasantly
evident. Certainly there were mosquito nets but none fitted the cots, the
children were in a sad and pitiable state. These children are sent from all
over Palestine and belong to each faith, some are sent by Government.”

These communications from the mother superior to Rogers appear
to have been savvy attempts to encourage Rogers to come and see the
situation in the Bethlehem hospital and advocate for resources, which
worked. Given the institution’s poverty and that most patients and
residents were indigent, wrote Rogers, Mayaud had asked her to
“enquire as to whether Government could help them with milk, no
matter if only to a small extent. On an average £10 is spent monthly for
milk, this sum they find it hard to find. Is it possible for some help to be
given here, and one feels that a regular inspection should be made
regarding the conditions of these children.” In early June 1935 the
SMO in Jerusalem firmly responded to Rogers: “I disagree to the supply
of milk to private institutions for distribution. I suggest that deserving
cases should be referred to the Infant Welfare Centre, Bethlehem, for
the supply of milk.” In his direct response to the mother superior at the
French hospital a day later, he tersely wrote: “I have to inform you that
milk cannot be supplied to Private or Voluntary institutions.” Even in
IWCs partially or wholly funded by the colonial government, British

26 GOP, Department of Health, Public Establishments – Insp. of (HP &
Institutions) – French Hospital, Bethlehem. File location in catalog:
00071706.81.D1.30.96. Israel State Archives.
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Department of Health documents from the 1920s and 1930s expressed
concern that free portions of milk not be given out promiscuously to
Palestinians in order to avoid making them dependent – only the
“destitute” who turned to these centers were eligible.

In a February 1936 memo titled “Foundlings Cared for by the French
Hospital. Bethlehem,” Rogers once again asked whether it was possible
“for milk to the value of £1 pound to be given to themmonthly or a case
of tinned milk such as Cow and Gate.” The foundlings, she repeated,
came from “all over Palestine and are of all creeds and usually tiny babies.
At present the number is 30 but it is usually 40. The hospital authorities
have great difficulty in providing for these babies, they have no special
grants or funds.” “Help is badly needed,” she insisted. “Dr.Maloof,” the
Bethlehem medical officer, had informed Rogers that the “majority of
deaths among these foundlings are due to Marasmus.” Rather than
denying the request directly, the short memo from the SMO referred her
to his response from June 1935 that denied the request based on a “ruling
of theDirector ofMedical Services.” Six years later, inMarch 1942, a new
mother superior (Soeur Gravier) from the same hospital asked for “20
large tins of Cow and Gate milk having 18 babies under one year” in its
“baby-home” for orphans and foundlings. The SMO responded using
different reasoning. “I regret very much that I am unable to supply Cow
and Gate milk as we have insufficient supply.”

Consistent with long-standing Western state, imperial, and colonial
practices, British medical researchers and health andwelfare practitioners
in Palestine frequently folded together racialized and classed value judg-
ments about food with concerns for efficiency and economy – or how to
determine the minimum nutrition necessary for the least expenditure.
From the late nineteenth century, scientists in the United States focused
on making “precise comparisons between the diets of different social
classes and nations” (Cullather 2007, 341). The guiding logic of what
I would term nutritional governmentality constituted food as “uniform
and comparable between nations and time periods” in order to determine
the least amount needed by a person to live (342, 361).Nutritional science
sited in multiple countries quickly became central to the mechanics of
efficient colonization and imperialism. By the late 1920s, Nick Cullather
argues, health practitioners and scientists increasingly believed that
“physical differences identified as eugenic might in fact be nutritional”
(355). Such science nevertheless always seemed to have in mind what
Chikako Takeshita’s (2011) research on reproductive technologies terms
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“implicated bodies” – a hierarchical, usually socio-biological, under-
standing of groups based on “culture,” “race,” gender, and class.

Kligler illustrated the “national diet” concerns ofZionist public health
researchers in a 1931 study focused on the nutrition of Jews in Palestine.
Kligler studied from “six months to a year” the dietary practices of 74
Jewish families of “Ashkenazic,” “Sephardic,” and “Yemenite” or other
“Oriental” backgrounds, or 389 people (Kligler 1931, 391, 390). For
comparison, his “faithful Arab assistant Ahmed abd el Ganni was
responsible for gathering diet data [on 24 families] in the Arab villages,”
or 157 people (389, 394). Assuming that “nutrition plays an important
part in the national economy” (389), Kligler’s goal was to “gather and
evaluate the data relating to nutrition with the ultimate purpose of
developing a rational Palestinian diet” for Jews (391). Although “milk
and butter are known to be ideal foods,” he found that most Jewish
settlers did not consume enough because they were unaffordable (391).

I encountered similar corporate andmedical promotion of “puremilk”
for building “energy” (Cullather 2007, 346, 359) in PalestineDepartment
of Health folders, which included film advertisements, some marketing
a product and the film and others touting educational health films only.27

The distributor Educational Motion Picture Films in Mooresville,
Indiana, for example, sent a 1933 solicitation letter and brochure for
the film Milk: The Master Builder, which promoted drinking cow’s milk
and demonstrated the methods of pasteurization and cleanliness used in
its production. Usually US-made, health propaganda films were mostly
shown to Jewish settlers andEnglish-speaking communities in Palestine.28

27 Films on the dangers of flies and avoiding eye diseases proliferated. Goldwyn
Mayer had an office in Alexandria, Egypt, from which a representative
communicated with the Palestine Department of Health on promotions. In
addition, the American University in Cairo had an extension office that
circulated and promoted science and health propaganda films to the Department
of Health in Palestine. GOP, Department of Health, Health&Hygiene –Health
Educational Films, January 1, 1933–June 30, 1935. File location in catalog:
00071706.81.D0.97.3F. Israel State Archives.

28 Milk: The Master Builder was paired with another pedagogical film on
preventing the spread of disease, with each film costing eighty-five US dollars
purchased alone but seventy-five US dollars each if purchased together. Milk:
The Master Builder was produced in 1920 by the Child Health Organization in
New York City. Mother and Child: A Magazine Concerned with Their Health,
published by the American Child Hygiene Association, Baltimore, MD,
June 1920, Vol. 1, No. 1 (in “recent literature on mother and child” section,
333).
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W. J. Vickers, an SMO in the Palestine Department of Health,
published the results of a major nutritional “economic survey” of
fourteen hundred Arab and Jewish (divided between “Oriental” and
“European”) “family units” in urban and rural Palestine that began in
April 1942 and extended over eighteen months (Vickers 1944).29 The
study was motivated by bad press (“public attention”) about
Palestinian starvation (“undernourishment”) (4, 6). While colonial
officials framed such criticisms as unwarranted, preliminary survey
results led to immediate interventions for Palestinian communities in
1943, before the study was completed.

The study’s detailed “nutritional and somametric analysis” of children
found “Arab children were clearly far below the Jewish in general condi-
tion from every angle. This was due to the school meals in the case of the
Jews in 1942, and was corrected to some extent in 1943 after local Arab
subscription and subsequent Government grants had provided meals for
the undernourished in urban Arab schools” (Heron quoted in Vickers
1944, 2). To emphasize, the emergency school feeding program was
implemented because “interim reports” from the Vickers study showed
widespread hunger among Palestinians exacerbated by a controlled low
wage, wartime food-rationing schemes, and inflation. The preliminary
survey results also forced the colonial government to implement “supple-
mentary feeding” in towns and food rations for villages.30

In comparison to the mere 9.3 percent of Palestinian schoolchildren
fed by colonial interventions in 1943, in 1942, “44% of Oriental and
29%of the European Jewish school children received school meals, but
practically none of the Arab children” (28). The report noted the
“considerably” higher “nutritional state of the people in general”
since 1939 in sleights of language that did not address improvement
resulting from the implementation of substantial feeding interventions
for Palestinians in 1943, before the study was completed (4).

29 However, my calculation of family units surveyed (from a provided table) totals
to 1,041, slightly more than half “Oriental” or “European” Jews. In
comparison, 221 “Arab families” were studied in 1942 and 279 (different)
“Arab families” were studied in 1943, for a total of 500 Palestinian families
(Vickers 1944, 28).

30 Officials complained in the 1946 Department of Health annual report that the
village food ration system had given “advantage” to “suppressing death
registrations.”GOP, Department of Health, Health and Vital Statistics, Annual
Reports – Annual Report for the Year 1946. File location in catalog:
00071706.81.CF.FC.FA. Israel State Archives.
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In keeping with the venerable colonial tradition of disavowing struc-
tural responsibility and blaming mothers, Vickers claimed to have
found “bad cooking” in “both Arab and Jewish houses in all expend-
iture groups,” or lack of economy. He found “a saving of over 25% in
a food budget in the case of a good housekeeper in families of the same
social level” (28, 53). Such “ignorance” in “house-keeping and cook-
ery” required “organised guidance to mothers . . . just as we try to
provide for it in regard to the feeding of infants at Infant Welfare
Centres” (52, 53). The report also expressed the colonial obsession
with “long-continued breast feeding indulged in by the Oriental
mother.” It claimed that this practice “continues to adversely affect
infantile mortality and general physique” (47, 15). In one place the
report defined extended nursing by Palestinian women as continuing
for “up to two years” (71). Paradoxically, elsewhere the report criti-
cized “the European Jewish mother” because she did “not indulge in
sufficient breast feeding. This should not completely cease until the end
of the first year of life” (63). In the same vein, Vickers wrote that in
villages, “Racial custom and habit deprive the infant of sufficient
sunlight, fruit juices are never given except at Infant Welfare Clinics,
and prolonged breast feeding deprives the baby of many essentials”
(71). The next section delineates the British regulatory approach to
Palestinian traditional and licensed midwives, and analyzes occasional
moments in the archives when they speak back to their colonizers.

Governing Palestinian Midwives

An early report from the Palestine Women’s Council, led by the Zionist
British high commissioner’s wife, Lady Samuel, stated plainly that after
two years of effort the council had failed to fulfill a government request
to reign in indigenouswomenhealers andmidwives because “the present
mentality of the women of the country was such that they do not seek
professional skill” (Palestine Women’s Council 1922, 5). The Women’s
Council recommended that the government instead establish “Infant
Welfare Centres” and disseminate “simple pamphlets on the subject of
health and hygiene to the people of Palestine in Arabic and Hebrew.”31

31 Ellen Fleischmann kindly provided a scan of this document from her own
archival research.
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A 1922 government report complained in a similar vein about the
“most unsatisfactory” quality of midwifery in Palestine, noting “no
less than 884 untrained, and, in most cases, grossly ignorant, practising
midwives registered in the District Health Offices.” This type of early
framing of Palestinian midwives emerged repeatedly but with nastier
valences in private correspondence. The report discussed the “urgent”
problem of establishing “centres for the teaching of midwifery and
infant management,” but noted that “Government funds are not yet
forthcoming” and colonial health officials were trying to “obtain vol-
untary subscriptions to effect this end.”32

The underlying logic of the few British-sponsored IWCs eventually
established was to teach Palestinian girls and mothers British health,
hygiene, and mothering principles rather than serve their healthcare
needs. Similarly, curriculum for girls in the limited number of govern-
ment schools in Palestine stressed “the value of a good home where
cleanliness, sanitation and above all care of the children are to be
regarded as the main aim of every woman” (Miller 1985, 103).
English colonial women working, living (usually spouses), or visiting
in Palestine frequently represented Palestinian women as dirty,
wretched, neglectful, and ignorant in childrearing, housekeeping, and
mothering (Fleischmann 2003, 32, 33, 37; Stockdale 2007, 123, 128,
129). Similarly, British colonial authorities seeking to reduce indigen-
ous infant mortality in African colonies from the 1920s onward
focused on “educational measures” rather than “costly investments
in a large expansion of health services” (Lindner 2014, 220).
Nigerian and other African mothers not surprisingly demanded treat-
ment rather than “education” and advice on their mothering skills
(Von Tol 2007, 118, 120–122, 124; Lindner 2014, 220, 229).

Healthcare austerity and a racialized pedagogical orientation to health
went hand in hand with energetic regulation in Palestine. The
Department of Health was full of “technical supervisors.” I read hun-
dreds of communications between superintendents of midwifery
matrons, SMOs, and directors of the Department of Health with
Palestinian midwives, nurses, physicians, and municipal officials about
drains, doors, disinfectants, vacations, pay, milk and food rations, and
hours of work at clinics and IWCs. Many of these scribbled or typed
notes related to policing the boundaries of registered Palestinian

32 In Palestine and Transjordan Administration Reports 1918–1948, Vol. 1, 271.
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midwives who dared to use specula to examine pregnant women, give
injections to the ill, or independently set up shop. Licensing and regula-
tion in health domains in Palestinewere the responsibilities of amatrix of
offices that employed hundreds of military and civilian British men
(most) and women health professionals, bookkeepers, and statisticians.
They moved from London, Dublin, or Edinburgh, or more typically
from colony to colony, as opportunities arose. It is naive to accept at
face value claims that health-related regulations and requirements were
primarily or even secondarily attached to improving the health of the
colonized population or the quality of care.

The 1918 Public Health Ordinance No. 1 set up a regulatory frame-
work for midwifery in Palestine: “No person shall exercise the profes-
sion or calling of a physician, surgeon, dentist, midwife, pharmacist, or
druggist, unless he has previously obtained a license to be granted by
the Public Health Department.” The ordinance required a midwife to
pay PT 25 for issuance of said license but made no mention of training
and did not use the terms “unqualified” or “dayah.” Article 26 stated
that exercising the profession or calling of midwife “in contravention
of this Part” would lead to a fine of up to a half English pound or
“imprisonment . . . not exceeding one month.”

By the end of 1921 most licensed doctors (274), pharmacists (99),
dentists (43), and midwives (51) in Palestine were Jewish and working
for “voluntary” health organizations that served Jews.33 In 1927,
according to the annual British government report to the League of
Nations, 221 “trained and licensed midwives” were working in
Palestine, but colonial health officials complained they were “reluctant
to settle in villages to practise among the peasantry, where their attend-
ance is a crying need.”34 Although unremarked upon, the vast majority
of these were Jewish women of European or US origin, with a few
additional European women affiliated with the colonial government or
missionary institutions. A limited number of them were Palestinian
women of Christian background, disproportionately Arab Armenian.

In 1928 this group of “trained and licensed” midwives coexisted
with “over 1,300 women” registered as “dayahs,” “with very few of
them being able to read or write,” according to the Zionist Boston
health professionals sent primarily to assess the health situation for

33 In Palestine and Transjordan Administration Reports 1918–1948, Vol. 1, 266.
34 In Palestine and Transjordan Administration Reports, 1925–1928, Vol. 2, 404.
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Jews in Palestine (Rosenau and Wilinsky 1928, 637). Traditional
Palestinian midwives “learned their trade predominantly through oral
transmission and hands-on experience” (Young 2011, 106), with
a daughter occasionally following in a mother’s footsteps. Rather
than reducing their number, licensing requirements restricted the
domains of work for “unqualified” and “qualified” Palestinian
women healers and midwives over time.

To further this end, the high commissioner of Palestine imposed the
April 1929 “Ordinance to Regulate the Practice of Midwifery,” also
called “Midwives Ordinance, 1929.”35 The ordinance authorized who
could and could not practice midwifery, defined as “being prepared to
examine, diagnose, prescribe for, treat or deliver any woman in con-
nexion with child-birth.” It made clear that “the practise of midwifery
by a licensed medical practitioner” was unrestricted. However, even
licensed midwives were excluded from “gynnecology [sic] or any other
branch of medicine” and from granting any “certificate of death or
stillbirth.” The ordinance even distinguished a licensed midwife from
a “licensed medical practitioner,” the latter physicians. To become
licensed, the 1929 ordinance required candidates of “good character”
to be “Palestinian citizens” or have permission to remain permanently
and to have studied midwifery for at least six months at an “approved
institution.” In 1932 Harkness banned from midwifery training
women not “of Palestinian nationality” (or “citizenship”), at least
partly because lectures were given by Arabic-speaking medical officers.
Nevertheless, some Jewish women tried to sign up for training in
Jerusalem, Jaffa, “Quarantine & Haifa,” and “Samaria & Galilee.”36

With limited exceptions, the licensing fee formidwifery was 230mils.37

To assure that the government had information on birthing practi-
tioners – and cognizant of its inability to pay for or to train women to
provide such healthcare – the 1929 ordinance did allow the “practise of
midwifery” by “unqualified persons practising Midwifery” whose
names “have been entered in the Register,” on condition they did not

35 Its final article repealed “Part VI” of PublicHealthOrdinanceNo. 1 of 1918 as it
applied “to the licensing of midwives.”

36 GOP, Department of Health, Regulations – Training of Midwives, July 1925–
May 1945. File location in catalog: 00071706.81.D1.33.72. Israel State
Archives.

37 “An Ordinance to Regulate the Practice of Midwifery.” Official Gazette of the
Government of Palestine, April 1, 1929, 260–264. http://sesame
.library.yale.edu/fedoragsearch/ameelreader?pid=agaz:87247&size=1.0
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practice in “prescribed” towns without the director of the Department
of Health’s explicit permission. A 1929 Colonial Office report to the
League of Nations explained that based on the ordinance, “27
Municipal and Local Council areas” are “prescribed, and henceforth
only fully trained or qualified midwives may apply for licences to
practise therein.”38 Registered “unqualified” persons practicing mid-
wifery paid 250 mils for a permit with free annual renewals, but were
not allowed to use the term “midwife” to describe themselves and were
not permitted to be registered if a medical officer deemed “sufficient
numbers of persons registered” in an area. They were only allowed to
call themselves “Registered dayah,” pinpointing the discursive legal
point when one of the Arabic terms for midwife, daya, signifies
unqualified, Arab, and backward. The 1929 Colonial Office report
made clear that the ordinance was enacted to give “powers of inspec-
tion and control to officers of the Department of Health.”39 Indeed,
item 17 of the ordinance gave an “officer of the Department of Health
authorized for the purpose” the right to “enter at any reasonable hour
upon the premises” of a licensed midwife or registered “unqualified
dayah” “for the purpose of inspection and supervision.” This system
presumably required keeping track of all midwives, Jewish and
Palestinian, which was impossible.40

Implementation and enforcement of the 1929 ordinance, largely the
bailiwick of women “Superintendents ofMidwifery and British Nursing
Sisters,” remained difficult and frustrating for British authorities
(Brownson 2000, 73n150, 76, 78n164; Fleischmann 2003, 54–55).
Through 1935, there were four district-level superintendents of midwif-
ery (also called infant welfare supervisors), based in Jerusalem, Haifa,
Jaffa, and Nablus, each a British civilian nurse-midwife such as Vena

38 In Palestine and Transjordan Administration Reports 1918–1948, Vol. 3, 365.
39 In Palestine and Transjordan Administration Reports 1918–1948, Vol. 3, 85.
40 In 1937 licensed midwives were required to notify the Department of Health of

any change in address at risk of losing their license by a “rule 2,”whichmodified
the 1929 Midwives Ordinance. Multiple orders from Director of Medical
Services J. MacQueen in the 1940s listed the names of midwives whose address
was “unknown for over two years” to be advertised in the Palestine Gazette.
While officials recognized thatmost had likely “died or left the country or ceased
to practice,” those practicing were required to provide a written statement of
a new address within ninety days. The overwhelming majority of names on the
lists were Jewish. Midwives Ordinance – Cancellation of Midwives Licences
under Section 7 of Midwives Ordinance, 1940–1945. File location in catalog:
00071706.81.CF.FD.04. Israel State Archives.
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Rogers, who worked for the Department of Health. Superintendents
were responsible to “supervise and organize Government Infant
Welfare and ante-natal work” as well as “assist and supervise the
work of practicing midwives and dayas in the towns and villages of
their respective districts.” In 1936 a superintendent of midwifery was
appointed for the Gaza District.41 In 1946 a sixth superintendent of
midwifery was appointed for the “newly-formed Galilee District.”42

Scholarship by Ellen Fleischmann and Elizabeth Brownson, as well
as my analysis of primary sources, indicates that “unqualified” dayat,
whether in “prescribed” areas or not, worked around restrictions,
including by having a “father [of a newborn] or village leader” inform
the Department of Health of a birth and “collect the birth certificate”
(Fleischmann 2003, 55; Brownson 2000, 77–80, 80n169). These
“unqualified” women, after all, served the large majority of
Palestinian women, infants, and children. While British regulation
was certainly a mechanism of control over traditional healers and
midwives (Brownson 2017, 27–28), Palestinian healthcare workers
had substantial leeway because providing healthcare to Palestinians
was never a colonial priority.

A 1934 article published in a nursing journal by Rogers illustrates
both the high social status of Palestinian women expert at delivering
babies and negative colonial judgment toward them. Rogers writes that
the daya was powerful in Palestine, “her word was law,” and her
“equipment was of the simplest, often consisting merely of the famous
chair, on which the patient sat for her delivery. Some midwives carried
a pair of shears, a ball of string for ligatures, and a basin of filthy oil for
lubricating” (see Figure 2.1). Rogers describes birthing rooms full of
women and children honored to be invited, noting: “only two years ago
a woman complained of our cleanliness and quietness, saying she was
not used to it” (Rogers 1934, 103).

Hilma Granqvist, a Finnish anthropologist who lived in Palestine
twice between 1925 and 1931 for a total of about three years, studied
birth, childhood, and death in the Bethlehem village of Artas.43 She

41 In Palestine and Transjordan Administration Reports 1936, Vol. 6, 199.
42 GOP, Department of Health, Health and Vital Statistics, Annual Reports –

Annual Report for the Year 1946. File location in catalog: 00071706.81.CF.FC.
FA. Israel State Archives.

43 Granqvist returned to Jerusalem for four months in 1959, reconnecting with
Bertha Spafford Vester of the American Colony and her Arabic teacher at “the
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describes with less judgment the great honor accorded Palestinian
midwives, who had to be paid for their work, otherwise a person was
“indebted to them for all eternity” (Granqvist 1947, 103). Invited
women surrounded a woman in labor in her home, replacing each
other as needed, although they could not be menstruating and must
have bathed if they had had sex in order to protect the woman and baby
from the many dangers perceived to abound from the spirit world. In
cities, midwives brought with them a “birth chair” that had been
forbidden “since the English came into the country.” British nurse-
midwives instead expected women in labor to lie down (58, 62).
Rogers’s account and my interviews with elderly women who gave
birth in the 1940s indicate that many Palestinian dayat continued to
use such a chair. Women also described perching over large rocks in
courtyards and fields during labor.

British-licensed nurse-midwives represented the minority of women
delivering Palestinian babies throughout the Mandate period and were
not evenly distributed throughout the country. According to annual
Department of Health and British government reports to the League of
Nations, the number of licensedmidwives increased from221 in 1927 to

Figure 2.1 Image of a Palestinian traditional midwife in a courtyard preparing
for a home birth with her equipment, circa 1934. Extracted by author from
“Midwifery Work in Palestine” (Rogers 1934)

Newman School of Mission in Jerusalem.” Zionists had expelled her teacher
and his wife from their house in Jerusalem. She reports she had last been in
Palestine in 1931 (Granqvist 1965, 1).
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332 by the end of 1929. By the middle of 1930, when the ordinance was
fully in effect, they numbered 211.44 My analysis of the names of these
licensed midwives, which were published in a July 1930 register, indi-
cates that more than 80 percent were Jewish and a few were English; the
remainder were predominantly Christian-origin Armenian and Arab
Palestinian women.45 By the end of 1931 the number of licensed mid-
wives was 355, of whom205were denoted as “Jews” and the remainder
as “Others.” Among the 1,185 “Unqualified Midwives” enumerated
through 1931, 10 were categorized as “Jews” and the remainder as
“Others,” that is, Arab or Armenian Palestinians.46 By the end of
1935, according to the annual Department of Health report, 445 mid-
wives were licensed to work in Palestine. By the end of 1938, according
to the annual Department of Health report, the total was 532 licensed
midwives. In 1946 there were 504 licensed midwives in Palestine, of
whom 236 were categorized as Christian, 79 as Muslim, and 189 as
Jewish.47 More Muslim women’s names appeared on published British
lists of licensed midwives in the late 1930s and 1940s in comparison to
earlier, although Jewish women’s names comprised well over half of the
total until the mid-1940s. When I tabulated and organized by location
and institutional affiliation the approximately 257 total Palestinian
(including Armenian) licensed midwife names on the 1940 and 1946
Palestine Department of Health lists of medical professionals, the largest
number worked in Jerusalem or its villages (68 women) and the second
largest worked in Haifa or its villages (47 women).

Participants in a six-month government-sponsored midwifery train-
ing course were required to pay for it and speak, read, and write Arabic
or English. According to a 1932 handout, they were also required to
“supply themselves with six white calico overalls with short sleeves and
4 kerchief caps. Shoes – black in winter and white in summer – with
rubber heels must be worn.” In 1935, an Armenian Palestinian (who

44 In Palestine and Transjordan Administration Reports 1918–1948, Vol. 3, 369.
45 GOP, List of Doctors, Pharmacists, Dentists and Midwives Who Have Been

Licensed in Accordance with the Various Ordinances Regulating Their
Professions (1930).

46 In Palestine and Transjordan Administration Reports 1918–1948, Vol. 3, 668.
47 The government had reported 216 licensed Jewish midwives working at the end

of 1945 – the number had dropped by 27 people a year later. GOP, Department
of Health, Health and Vital Statistics, Annual Reports – Annual Report for the
Year 1946. File location in catalog: 00071706.81.CF.FC.FA. Israel State
Archives.
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signed in English) and three Arab Palestinian (who signed in Arabic)
midwifery students sent an English-language letter asking for a partial
refund of the ration (boarding and laundry) fees they had paid to the
government hospital in Jerusalem after the price had been reduced by
the director of health.48

Government midwifery training largely consisted of Arabic lectures
by Palestinian male physicians and English lectures by British
matrons.49 The lectures in Jerusalem relied on a biomedical English-
language curriculum, including the bookA Short Practice ofMidwifery
for Nurses, originally published in 1901 and written by Irish-born
gynecologist Henry Jellett (1872–1948), who moved to New Zealand
in the 1920s.50 The text was issued in thirteen editions over the course
of the first half of the twentieth century.51 Chapter VI, titled “Ante-
Natal Care,” begins by delimiting the “General Duties of theMidwife”
to being “entirely responsible” for a pregnant woman only as long as
her “condition” “remains normal” (Jellett andDawson 1948, 87). Any
“abnormal” condition made it incumbent on the midwife to “insist on
her patient obtaining medical advice [from an obstetrician].” The text
stresses that “the midwife must remember that she is not allowed to
make vaginal examinations during pregnancy” (88). While antenatal
care was central to “lessening the dangers of childbirth,” it “must be
supervised by amedical practitioner whenever possible” (89). Notably,
the curriculum lectures and midwifery text did not address contracep-
tion or abortion methods or care.

Licensed midwives in Palestine remained on a tight leash by colonial
policy, irrespective of their talents, experiences, and who paid them.
British nurse matrons long complained of Palestinian midwives who
“appear to have the idea that they are entitled to do gynaecological

48 GOP, Department of Health. Regulations – Training of Midwives, July 1925–
May 1945. This file spans twenty years of documents and lists the names of
many Palestinian midwives, licensed and unlicensed. File location in catalog:
00071706.81.D1.33.72. Israel State Archives.

49 GOP, Department of Health, Regulations – Training of Midwives, July 1925–
May 1945. File location in catalog: 00071706.81.D1.33.72.

50 GOP, Department of Health, Regulations – Training of Midwives, April 1946–
January 1948, 6579. File location in catalog: 00071706.81.D1.33.71. Israel
State Archives. “Obituary: Henry Jellett, M.D., F.R.C.P.I.” in British Medical
Journal, June 26, 1948, 1262–1263.

51 The fourteenth edition, revised with New Zealand gynecologist J. Bernard
Dawson, was published in 1948, the year Jellett died.
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work. For instance they install themselves in a sort of clinic, use
specula, make vaginal examinations, give douches and insert medicated
tampons.”The “worst offenders are those who are not trained nurses,”
according to a 1935 letter to Department of Health Director Heron
from Jerusalem SMO J.MacQueen.52 ANovember 1934 letter from an
outraged Vena Rogers raised similar concerns about Jewish nurse-
midwives who, with permission from Jewish male physicians, sutured
women’s torn perinea, inserted tampons, and advertised their services
in Jewish newspapers, “contrary to all rules and regulations.” Rogers
also accused such women of having “unspeakably filthy” homes where
they delivered babies, judgments that cannot be taken at face value, as
is the case when colonial authorities lodged them against Palestinians.
British treatment of Jewish midwives, whether they worked independ-
ently or were affiliated with Zionist health institutions, nevertheless did
not parallel the treatment of Palestinian women health providers.

In a 1939–1941 case discussed in the archives, British authorities
suspended for one year the midwifery license of twenty-four-year-old
“Bahiya Affify,” a single Palestinian woman from the Jerusalem village
of Wadi al-Joz whose wages supported a household that included her
mother and brother, according to an August 22, 1941, self-defense
letter she originally wrote in Arabic. She acquired the license on
November 25, 1938, and worked independently rather than in
a government hospital or clinic, a Palestinian IWC, or a Palestinian
physician’s private office.53 The lists of registered licensedmidwives for
1940 and 1946 render her full name as “Bahia Afifi El-Jaby.” An
August 19, 1941, letter from “Dr. D. Boulos” on behalf of the SMO
in Jerusalem informed Midwife Bahiya of the government’s plan to
suspend her license “on account of your unprofessional conduct as
amidwife and grossly negligent performance of your duties.”The letter
began with a chronological list of grievances and warnings that dated
back to April 26, 1939, when Rogers informed the SMO that Bahiya
was “practising Gynaecology, you use a speculum, tampons, and you
call yourself a trained nurse. I was also told you give injections.” The

52 GOP, Department of Health, Regulations – Training of Midwives, July 1925–
May 1945. File location in catalog: 00711706.81.D1.33.72. Israel State
Archives.

53 Health and Vital Statistics, Midwives Ordinance – Cancellation of Midwives
Licences under Section 7 of Midwives Ordinance, 1940–1945. File location in
catalog: 00071706.81.CF.FD.04. Israel State Archives.
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assistant SMO warned Bahiya against these practices in May of the
same year.

In November 1940 Rogers repeated to the SMO in Jerusalem the
charges she had levied against Bahiya. You “openly state[d] you give
injections and that you were seen by Dayah Khadijeh Asfourah at
a delivery case giving an injection. You also refused to call a Doctor
for a case of Eclampsia, stating it was all due to the ‘evil eye.’”Midwife
Bahiya received a second warning as a result of this complaint from the
assistant SMO. In May 1941 Bahiya was for the third time reported to
Rogers for giving “an injection to Im Daud Fedi of Wad el Joz,
a woman four months pregnant and bleeding.” Bahiya was also
accused of “attending” a woman admitted to the Jerusalem govern-
ment hospital with “Puerperal Sepsis” without notifying her own
“liability to be a source of infection” or following “the rules regarding
disinfection.” She was warned that any additional “such offence”
would lead to her “license being withdrawn.” On July 17, 1941,
Rogers reported Bahiya for the fourth time to the SMO for giving
“an injection to Muhadieh Mussa el Imshaasha of Akabat Suwani,
the woman later aborted and bled profusely,” leading to the August
letter transmitted by Dr. Boulos threatening her with suspension.

Bahiya was advised to submit a defense of herself before
September 15, 1941. In a short letter dated August 21, 1941 (trans-
lated from Arabic) to the high commissioner, Bahiya conceded,
presumably with very little choice in the matter: “I contravened
the Midwives Regulations of the Government of Palestine.” She
asked for “pardon” and “kindly request your Excellency to permit
me to take a refresher course at the Maternity and Infant Welfare
Centre in the Old City Jerusalem and to return to me the licence at
the end of the year.” On the following day, August 22, she submit-
ted a less concessionary detailed letter to the SMO in Jerusalem
(translated into English) asking him to reconsider her situation.
Since the time she acquired her certification as a midwife, she
explained,

there is an old midwife over 50 years old, named Zahya El Bastiya, always
urging the other midwifes to submit reports against me, this is due to the fact,
that I am now awell known [sic] to all the inhabitants of Jerusalem, that I am
well practiced better than the oldmidwives who are over 50 years old, such as
Zahiyeh Khalil, Zafiyeh Sandowa and [Khadija] Assfoura, they are hatingme
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too much, and always stir up the supervisor in charge of all the midwives in
JerusalemDistrict, that I am breaking themidwife’s law (Ordinance). Such as
miscarrying the women or using the injections or enema to them, etc., I never
did such things to any lady, but by the order of the doctors Barnaba and
Dajani who trained me how to give an injection to a lady [who] was sick
[and] unable to leave her house to take the injections by a nurse. Anyhow, sir,
if you forbid to give injections by the order of a doctor, I will not do it again.
I like to draw your kind notice that I am so poor that the Arab ladies society
in Jerusalem paid the sum of £P.9. – to the Health Department when I took
Midwife’s course as a fee.

In a September 4, 1941, letter to the chief secretary of the govern-
ment in Jerusalem, the director of medical services deemed Bahiya’s
claim of being the “victim of jealousy and persecution on the part of
other midwives” as “hardly worthy of any consideration.” I have run
into this exact dismissive British phrase in other correspondence
involving Rogers and the SMOof Jerusalem in relation to obstreperous
Palestinian midwives. Nevertheless, Bahiya’s appeal may have influ-
enced the fact that her license was not permanently revoked as the SMO
had threatened, although it was suspended for a year: “Bahia Afifi El-
Jaby” remained listed as a licensed and working midwife in Jerusalem
in the 1946 Government of Palestine Department of Health list.

Delimiting the treatment practices of licensed and unlicensed mid-
wives was based on the logic that the British authorities controlled
“technical” aspects of healthcare and locals were responsible for
“administrative” dimensions, irrespective of how much or how little
the colonial government materially contributed. Colonial authorities
assured that unlicensed Palestinian midwives would remain numerous
given the limited and expensive nature of government-sponsored
healthcare. Despite colonial restrictions, Palestinian nurses, midwives,
and healers worked and collected fees independently of government-
sponsored clinics, since officials complained to each other about these
practices. Indexing how often Palestinian women healthcare providers
violated the rules, they were frequently warned of the limits, as in
a June 10, 1933 circular (No. 884) from SMO J. W. Harness titled
the “Functions of Infant Welfare Centres.” The notice reminded
Palestinian midwives to “confine themselves to incidental treatment
of simple ailments.” Only the (Palestinian) medical officer may “see”
and “treat” “any sick children brought to him” (underlining in docu-
ment). He insisted that IWC nurses were only allowed to educate
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mothers and maintain the health of children until they got to school,
when they would “normally come under the supervision of a school
medical service.” Adding insult to injury, the circular instructed
licensed midwives that their “supervision” of children was designed
“to prevent ailments and defects in early years which are likely to retard
development and which are in a large degree attributable to an insuffi-
cient knowledge of simple rules of health on the part of the mothers.”54

Harkness must have recognized the speciousness of the claim that
“children” eventually came under the care of “a school medical ser-
vice” since most Palestinian children lived in villages and did not have
access to government schools. In 1934, 63 such schools were operating
in Palestinian towns, with about 15,000 girls and boys (almost even)
attending, and 257 were operating in villages, serving 15,281 boys and
852 girls, according to the annual Department of Health report. A year
later, 10,044 boys and 7,123 girls were enrolled in 67 government
town schools, and 17,693 boys and 1,145 girls were enrolled in 283
government village schools, according to the 1935 Department of
Health annual report. The estimated population of all residents of
Mandate Palestine at the time was a little over 1 million people.
Without breaking out Jewish children (who largely attended Jewish
schools) from the total of about 36,000 children in government
schools, if 50 percent of the total population was composed of
Palestinian children 5–17 years of age, only 7.2 percent of them
would have had access to annual school medical exams.55

54 GOP, Department of Health, Infant Welfare – Regulations. File location in the
catalog: 00071706.81.D1.32.B2. Israel State Archives.

55 Moreover, “Arab local educational societies” paid for the education of
Palestinian schoolchildren in “government schools,” and “village local
authorities” paid most of the costs for construction of school buildings (Canaan
1946, 4). The Department of Health Report for the Year 1946 lists 518
“government schools” serving 75,371 predominantly Arab Palestinian children,
although the government reported it could not “maintain a thorough inspection
of all pupils on pre-war lines, on account of the low ratio of medical officers to
student population.” In comparison with 1935, an additional 168 schools were
established for Palestinian children, a 48 percent increase, serving 39,238 more
Palestinian children, a 108.5 percent increase. According to the same report, the
“Jewish school medical service, which receives an annual grant from the
Government, provided for the needs of 548 schools with a student population of
44,248.” GOP, Department of Health, Health and Vital Statistics, Annual
Reports – Annual Report for the Year 1946. File location in catalog:
00071706.81.CF.FC.FA. Israel State Archives.
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The conflicts with and about nurse-midwives presented in the avail-
able Department of Health documents invite a few observations. First,
we see multilayered but porous surveillance of Palestinian midwives
and healers as well as a gendered and racialized colonial decision-
making structure. Rogers, a never-married British nurse matron, was
subordinate to higher-level colonial officials in Palestine, all male, who
left to her and the limited number of Palestinian male physicians
employed by the government the dirty business of “fieldwork” with
women and children. But she was high in relation to Palestinian mid-
wives, whether licensed or unlicensed, because the colonial system
required they recognize her as their teacher, surveyor, and gatekeeper.

Second, while we cannot know the full situations or experiences of
each patient referenced, any British rendering of the story will be self-
serving and ultimately distorted by a colonial lens structured by their
racial and gendered assumptions and priorities.

Third and related, the triggering event in the Bahiya case illustrates
one of the issues that made Rogers and other British health officials
apoplectic: she violated colonial racial and gendered boundaries of
scientific knowing and health practice. Under no circumstances was
she to represent herself as a “nurse.” Bahiya admitted to giving injec-
tions with the permission of two Palestinian physicians and was
accused of using a speculum and tampons on women, likely by com-
peting midwives who recognized well the colonial red lines that would
force a response. The inside of women’s bodies, however, was the
“territory,” to use Takeshita’s (2011) evocative phrasing with respect
to the global development of the IUD, of male gynecologists who
wanted to know better and control access to this inner terrain.
Injections, specula, enemas, and examining hands were prized expert
tools of bodily penetration allowed only to European and non-
European men physicians and to a lesser degree British nurses in
Palestine. David Arnold argues it is difficult to understate the centrality
of “the body as a site of colonizing power” despite colonial medicine’s
inability to erase multiple “readings” of the somatic in indigenous
epistemologies and cosmologies (Arnold 1993, 7, 10). The corollary
is that Western medicine “cannot be regarded as merely a matter of
scientific interest” or “abstracted from the broader character of the
colonial order.” Rather, it was “intimately bound up with the nature
and aspirations of the colonial state itself” (8–9). “Modern medicine”
seeks “monopolistic rights over the body” through professionalization
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and “exclusion of ‘folk’ practitioners” (9). In light of the these obser-
vations, the differences between licensed Alice or Bahiya and
unlicensed traditional midwives were likely not dramatic in the eyes
of colonial officials, who considered all of them inferior subjects,
although Bahiya was literate in Arabic and Alice in Arabic and English.

This brings me to the fourth observation:We should not be surprised
that licensed or unlicensed Palestinian women healthcare providers
competed with each other, motivated first and foremost by a desire to
sustain an independent livelihood.

~~~~~~~~~~

For all their finger wagging and stated concerns with the health of
women and children, British colonial authorities determined early on
that healthcare for Palestinians was not a worthy investment. They
occasionally took note of poverty and even “starvation” of the “Arab
fallah,” to use language from the annual health report for 1933, but
funding or policy changes rarely followed. More often than not, evalu-
ations of hunger and disease were filtered through a racialized and
gendered logic of cultural and civilizational backwardness. The burden
of remaining alive and healthy was almost entirely on the colonized.
Colonial priorities, rationalized by the repetitively brutal language of
“economies” and “efficiencies,” were devastating in their health out-
comes when combined with lack of capital and substantive restrictions
on Palestinian political agency. The fact that austerity decisions were
channeled through multiple layers of colonial bureaucracy that dis-
tanced decision makers from implementers does not lessen the signifi-
cance of the underlying calculus or its consequences. The next chapter
examines racial and demographic anxieties in colonial Palestine, placing
them within a longer eugenicist genealogy and comparative colonial
frame.
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